Department of Chemistry
Proposed Discipline Electives for First Semester 2014 - 15
CHEM F326 Solid State Chemistry 3 0 3
X-ray diffraction; point groups, space groups and crystal structure; descriptive crystal chemistry;
factors which influence crystal structure; crystal defects and non-stoichiometry; solid solutions;
interpretation of the phase diagrams; phase transitions; ionic conductivity and solid electrolytes;
electronic properties and band theory; magnetic properties; optical properties; analysis of single
crystal XRD data; preparation of solid state materials and the chemistry of device fabrication.
CHEM F329 Analytical Chemistry 3 1 4
Data handling; sample preparation; unit operations; volumetric and gravimetric analysis;
chromatography; solvent and solid phase extraction; absorption and emission techniques;
potentiometry, voltammetry; trace metal separation and estimation
in biological and environmental samples with emphasis on green chemistry, sensors; laboratory
training in some of these techniques.
CHEM F336 Nanochemistry 3 1 4
Nano and nature, importance of nanoscience, chemistry behind nano; instruments for
characterizing nanomaterials; diversity in nanosystems: chemical aspects of metallic, magnetic
and semiconducting nanomaterials, carbon nanotubes and fullerenes, self-assembled monolayers,
monolayer protected metal nanomaterials, core-shell nanomaterials; applications of nano
materials in nanobiology, nanosensors and nanomedicine; hands on experience in laboratory.
CHEM F337 Green Chemistry and Catalysis 3 0 3
Definition and overview of the twelve principles of Green Chemistry, alternative starting
materials; alternative synthesis and reagents; E factor and the concept of atom economy; the role
of catalysis, alternate energy sources (microwave & ultrasound), catalysis by solid acids and
bases, biocatalysis, catalytic reduction, catalytic oxidation, catalytic C–C bond formation,
cascade catalysis, enantioselective catalysis, alternative reaction media, renewable raw materials,
industrial applications of catalysis.
CHEM F422 Statistical Thermodynamics 3 0 3
Review of classical thermodynamics, principles of statistical thermodynamics, ensemble
averages; Boltzmann distribution; partition functions and thermodynamic quantities; ideal gases
and crystals; thermodynamic properties from spectroscopic and structural data; dense gases and
the second virial coefficient; statistical mechanics of solutions; Bose-Einstein and Fermi-Dirac
statistics

